On-site eDiscovery
Wherever You Need It

Nebula Portable™
Measuring roughly the size of a briefcase, Nebula Portable allows
powerful processing, filtering and analysis without the need to transfer
data outside the company or across borders.
Keep Security Paramount
Conduct covert, full-scale investigative work with Nebula Portable without removing data
from an organization or country. Highly sensitive data stays secure and no connection
outside the company firewall is required. Remote support requires manual authorization
before KLDiscovery has access to the environment.
Respond Rapidly to Requests for Information
Nebula Portable is small enough to carry on commercial flights, allowing for quick and
flexible deployment. Our on-site solution is backed by the expertise of KLDiscovery’s
forensic investigators, eDiscovery consultants and case managers who are familiar with
local laws, languages and cultural considerations.
Utilize Robust Capabilities
Designed to be a self-sufficient, full featured processing engine through review and
productions, Nebula Portable supports multiple concurrent reviews as well as highvolume processing requirements. Nebula Portable offers a repository and matter-specific
review platform where data can go to the repository for preservation/searching/ECA and
also directly to a designated review database.
Comply with Data Protection Regulations
Abide by the General Data Protection Regulation and other data protection laws,
including the fulfillment of subject access and ‘right to erasure’ requests.

Nebula Portable
was developed
to help solve the
many data privacy
and logistical
complexities
associated
with internal
investigations,
white-collar crimes,
global fraud
investigations,
and cross-border
litigation.

One Small Box with All the
eDiscovery Technology You Need

Nebula Portable™ is a self-sufficient and versatile tool
that offers more control over your eDiscovery.

IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE
Powerful enough to accommodate processing, filtering
and review on-site. Nebula Portable can host Terabytes
of active case data for dozens of concurrent users.

GLOBAL CONSIDERATIONS
Our forensics experts ensure all data is collected
and processed in a defensible manner according to
country-specific protocols. Nebula Portable devices
are even constructed on multiple continents to
ensure compliance.

PORTABLE & COMPACT
Our cutting-edge mobile technology enables
Nebula Portable to be deployed anywhere in the world,
including your office. Nebula Portable can be stowed
within a Pelican™ case for convenient transportation.

POWERED BY NEBULA™
A powerful combination of capability and simplicity,
Nebula brings a fresh perspective to established
technology with improved flexibility and control.
Enabling smarter ways to analyze, process, review,
and manage large data sets.
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